
A Complete Overview about Mr 
Deburr 

The tub and base will each be welded assemblies as this is a perfect task for me to examine to 

weld which I have to do for a while! The tub will possibly be made from 16GA or 14GA cold-

rolled steel sheet, with a polyurethane liner of some sort solid in area inside. The bath will be 

strengthened with angle steel along the edges and a plate alongside the backside for mounting the 

oscillating mechanism. 

Under the tub there is a pair of pillow blocks aiding a jack-shaft that holds the offset weight that 

offers the oscillation in the tub. The jack-shaft is connected to the motor with the help of 

capability of a v-belt and pulley. The motor is attached to a hinged plate and it is weight is what 

maintains the belt tight. 

The springs that isolate the bathtub from the base are my important query mark right now. We 

are sure that it can use something like die springs, however we are not but sure how it will attach 

them to the bath and base. 

The motor will be a 1725RPM 3/4HP 115V single segment TEFC motor, with a simple magnetic 

starter for safety. We will be posting a full BOM and drawings so that others can construct one 

too if they so desire, optimistically it turns out well. 

Features: 

It has been all constructed right through the usage of heavy form of gage metal which is already 

having long life.  Tanks have been all linked up with some major and fantastic based Uniroyal 

polyurethane that is simply oven cured. There is also an access of around 5 inches of the round 

discharge door that is completely held in the area with some quick release clamp session in favor 

of easy parts separation. It might be also because of media changes.  

It is included with some purchase that is a complete fluid system along with some sound 

reduction lid and with some anchor bolts.  It is also accessible with the overseas voltages all 

along with the hertz! You can even think about to install motors that have been all designed to 

run upon these voltages without the course of using the converters. Simple reliable plan will give 

years of hassle free service. All components are line replaceable and handy from C& M Topline. 

Made in the USA. One (1) 12 months warranty included 

This was the end of discussion about the Mr Deburr and how it performs the working system 

for you. The dimension of inside tank has been around Length 31" x Depth 13" x Width 13.5". 

Its shipping weight is around 400 lbs. There are so many users who want to know that how many 

parts of the machine can run at one time. One batch of the parts being fully loaded is somehow 

equal to the total number of parts which can easily fit inside the 3 1/2 gallon bucket. It requires a 

professional help in order to know about its working system.  

https://accubrass.com/collections/mr-deburr/products/300db-mr-deburr-3-cubic-foot-rectangular-vibratory-finishing-tank-candmtopline

